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About This Software

Leadwerks Game Launcher lets you play a variety of creative, experimental, and just plain wacky mini-games made with
Leadwerks Game Engine. Fly a spaceship through an asteroid field, play a round of miniature golf, or ride a lawn mower while

dodging killer cows. It's free and there's a constant supply of new things to try.

With Steam Workshop integration, you can talk directly to the developers and give your feedback for new ideas to be
incorporated into their games. Start a discussion and let the devs know what you liked about their game, what can be improved,

and any new ideas you have to add to their game. Your feedback will help them design their game and create something new
and unique for the Steam community to enjoy.

If you're looking for the latest polished blockbuster AAA game with no rough edges...this isn't it. If you want to try something
off the beaten path, complete with glitches, experimental ideas, unbeatable levels, and a never-ending variety of new things to
do, get Leadwerks Game Launcher. It's free and includes more than 25 mini-games, with new ones being added all the time.

Here are some of the mini-games you can play right now for free:

Hunt for Food

Asteroids3D

Vectronic
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Mini Golf

Beach Roll

The Mower

Cuber

Evaluation Abridged

Castle Defender

The Hankinator's Funhouse

The Hankinator's Phantasmagoria

Slafstraf Horror

Cuber

Nuke

Tunnels of Tarkus

Rise of the Pumpkinheads

The Biodome

One More Day

Lockdown
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TABS is still early access so has a long way to go. It needs some balance there and there, there are still factions and maps to add,
the camera could use some work, and it crashes more often than it should. However, it's still a lot of fun so I recommend getting
it even in this condition. It'll probably cost more when it's fully released.

TABS is sort of a puzzle game. You see the (most of) the enemy's units and deployment, so you decide which units to buy and
how to deploy them, using a sort of rock-paper-scissors logic. That's the extent of your input. Once the battle begins, you have
no control over your units but can only watch events play out. There's a huge amount of randomness in the results, however.
Each unit has to hit its target, falling bodies might entangle the living at critical moments, and all that. Thus, there's no guarantee
even with a perfect strategy. Run the exact same fight 10 times and the results might be different each time. And once you beat
a puzzle, you can try it again with a different army. There are usually multiple ways to beat any enemy. No combination is
completely dominant.

TABS makes incredibly brutal combat seem quite humorous. Many of the units are whimsical and their weapons frequently get
tangled up in the wreckage and scenery. Wounded units limp drunkenly. And all troops except the bard are utterly fearless so
there are often heroic last stands sometimes snatching improbable victory from the jaws of defeat. But for all the brutality of
heaps of corpses and flying bodies, there's no blood or dismemberment. Just good, clean, cartoony fun.. Nice Indie game ! If u
like teamwork and airwar go for it but dont expect a fast level up like in other games, u really need to put some efort in it,
sometimes it feels like teamfortress2 just up in the clouds :)
p.s.: last time i played it there where no servers at all, i think its dead.. Dev Guy is a very short game showcasing some even
shorter mini-games within the framework of an adventure game. It is just a bit of fun and as its free, I think it's worth playing
through. Extremely simple, but its a laugh for an hour or so.. This game for me, is the Epitomy of Good games. Great gameplay,
Great graphics, Great story, Great community, Great Booty.

If you love immersive pirate experiences, then put down AC4 and play this motherfricker.

Cannot reccomend highly enough. I love this game.. Amazing character pack adding some of my favorite bounty hunters, a cool
new Boba Fett, and Ugnaughts! I would definitly recommend this.. The game is awesome, just after 40 mins of playtime i
bought it, but i hate the fact that in the free 2 play version you only have the the eye and the watcher to play. The eye is fine but
the watcher is just useless you can legit just stare at him he whole time forcing him to teleport away, because the ability where
you look left and right can be easily counterd by looking in the other direction ( its hard to explain but if you play the game
yourself you will get it ), my suggestion would be that instead of making the bears look left and right, maybe blinding them for
2-4 secs ( just a suggestion ) also reduce the hitbox of legion and the range of the dash, otherwise the game is great, i love the
movement and i also love how you need to be good as bear or good as shadow to do anything. Only bought it because I had
unfinished business with a scratched up hand me down copy that won't let me play for more than 3 minutes ages ago when I was
little.
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Its everything I imagined and more. I am a fan of the Chibi Knight game, but a second Chibi Knight game? It's totally worth
your time! My favorite part was: SPOILER ALERT:  Killing Monocchio (AKA General Tso) with a Shovel!  Best game ever!!!

10/10 Best game ever!!!
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does nothing.. I expected much more from this game. I regret that I've bought it.. I think the game is pretty well done, it is just
weird that it skips the overall leveling up process in the beginning. You start at lvl 1 and then scale up a bit and then magically
jump quite a few levels, like to 13 or something, as it says you are an adult now. But overall good game play and would
recommend to RPG fans, :). A non-biased quick look @ the game:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OeuPrkoyk-g

A superb and original twin-stick shooter with incredible soundtrack and visuals. Zenzizenzic is a fast-paced, adrenaline-infused
twin stick bullet hell shoot 'em up and open world roguelike. Featuring a beautifully abstract art style and a thumping, full
throttle soundtrack, it's sure to get your thumbs sweating and your blood pumping! - Highly Recommended!. I bought this game
looking at the price and thinking "Well, i guess it will be one hour or two of gameplay." I was wrong. The game is fun and
engaging and at the same time a valuable effort in political satire, even though the English translation is a bit Google-
Translatorish (which, while not essential, makes some puzzles borderline impossible to solve without guessing).. The game is
better than I expected it to be. I've run the full round trip once, and I also made another trip from Times Square to Queens. As
somebody who rides the 7 from Times Square to 33rd Street everyday, my standards were pretty high. In terms of scenery, they
did very good. They placed railroad tracks where appropriate, they put buildings appropriate to the route, and did good with the
stations. They even put in specific buildings, such as Aviation High School between 33rd and 40th streets. The train is nowhere
near as good as the scenery. The cab is okay. The T\/O and C\/R indicators are both present, but do not work. The sounds aren't
terrible, but the motor sounds are not very good. The physics are pretty off from where they should be, making the train kind of
tough to operate at times. Also, the story line is not very good. I didn't want a story, just to simulate train operation. It seems that
you'll be fine not participating in the whole story line thing after the first time you play, but I'm not sure. The story line doesn't
seem how it should be considering how things work at the MTA. I also want to point out that the game has a few minor bugs, as
it is a new release. The last thing I want to say upsets me is that there are no timers present throughout the route, but it is still
playable without them. I haven't used the conductor mode yet, so I'll edit this once I have done so.. a fine game by some talented
folks who really wanted to make One Of These

i wouldn't call any part of epitasis "original" - lots of cube\/button puzzles (my least favorite involved multiple minutes of you
moving cubes one by one across a map several times), the seeker mines from talos principle, a language made up of squares a la
fez, color palettes derived from the likes of the witness and no man's sky, and music so exactly like Tycho that i thought they'd
gotten Tycho to do the soundtrack.

this will not burn your brain like talos principle but if you find the act of poking at your environment solving simple puzzles fun,
this is a fine couple hours

edit: the best part of the game is the little beep-zoop noises the flying npc robots make (not the drones, the one with an eye).
excellent sound. A nice but too small discovery of VR museum experiences. I wish models could be even higher quality, and
hope to see more, much more content.. Bought the DLC to support developer.
Just want you to know if any good DLCs show out, I'm going to buy it all!

Good Game for Later year
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